TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: : HYDERABAD
TEACHER RECRUITMENT TEST
WEB-NOTIFICATION

The candidates who have applied for the post of School Assistant
(52/2017), Secondary Grade Teacher(53/2017), Language Pandit (54/2017)
, School Assistant(Physical Education) 55/2017 and Physical Education
Teacher (56/2017) in School Education Department are hereby informed
that in recent recruitments it is observed that, the candidates are often
committing mistakes in filling Bio data in their respective applications and
requesting TSPSC for Bio data corrections in their respective PDF
applications. But it is not feasible for TSPSC to make corrections in
candidate’s respective applications, as it is the candidate’s responsibility to
fill the application form correctly.

In view of the above, already two chances were given to the
candidates to correct their wrongly entered data by way of giving Edit
Option. Yet many candidates are stating that they could not carry out
corrections due to various reasons. Hence, Commission decided to give one
more chance to the candidates to correct their wrongly entered data in PDF
application as a special case. In this regard, the candidates are directed to
go through the following instructions.

Candidates are strictly informed that this Edit Option may be
exercised only to correct if any mistake is made. No further
opportunity will be available as Hall Tickets download service has to
be activated and there will be no scope at all for any correction after
15/02/2018. Edit option may be exercised with utmost caution. They
should check their details and click “submit” button only after
ensuring that all the information was filled in correctly. Once submit
button is clicked further changes are not allowed. Hence, the candidate
should show utmost care while using Edit Option as this Data will be
considered up to declaration of results.
The candidates are directed to use this facility from 15/02/2018( 05:00
AM) to 16/02/2018 (05:00 AM) only.
The candidates can download Hall-Tickets from 19/02/2018 onwards.
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